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We report electrical tuning by the Stark effect of the excited-state structure of single nitrogen-vacancy

(NV) centers located & 100 nm from the diamond surface. The zero-phonon line (ZPL) emission

frequency is controllably varied over a range of 300 GHz. Using high-resolution emission spectroscopy,

we observe electrical tuning of the strengths of both cycling and spin-altering transitions. Under resonant

excitation, we apply dynamic feedback to stabilize the ZPL frequency. The transition is locked over

several minutes and drifts of the peak position on timescales * 100 ms are reduced to a fraction of the

single-scan linewidth, with standard deviation as low as 16 MHz (obtained for an NV in bulk, ultrapure

diamond). These techniques should improve the entanglement success probability in quantum commu-

nications protocols.
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Integrated photonic networks based on cavity-coupled
solid-state spin impurities offer a promising platform for
scalable quantum computing [1–5]. A key ingredient for
this technology is the generation and interference of indis-
tinguishable photons emitted by pairs of identical spin
qubits [6–8]. This requires spectrally stable emitters with
identical level structure, a formidable challenge in the
solid-state environment.

A potential solution is to use external control to counter-
act sample inhomogeneities. In candidate systems based
on single molecules [9–11], quantum dots [12,13], and
negatively-charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in dia-
mond [14–16], the level structure can be statically tuned
via the dc Stark effect. However, the spectral stability of
emitters in these systems is often hampered by local fluc-
tuations which cause the emission frequency to change
with time, a phenomenon known as spectral diffusion
[17]. Previous attempts to address this problem have
focused on improving the host material [14,18–20] or
using post-selection techniques [16,21–23], but a robust,
high-yield solution is still lacking.

The diamond NV center is an attractive spin qubit, as it
exhibits a unique combination of long-lived spin coherence
[24] and efficient optical control and readout [25,26].
However integration into on-chip photonic networks re-
quires NV centers to be located near nanostructured surfaces,

where inhomogeneous strain and spectral diffusion can be
particularly problematic [27,28]. In this Letter, we first
demonstrate electrical control over the zero-phonon line
(ZPL) transition frequencies, as well as probabilities for
both cycling and �-type transitions, of single NV centers
located near the diamond surface.We then show that spectral
diffusion of the ZPL can be suppressed to 16 MHz standard
deviation, on time scales * 100 ms, by providing rapid
electrical feedback to compensate for local field fluctuations.
The negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center

has C3v symmetry, and the basic energy structure is de-
picted in Fig. 1(a). The spin-triplet ground state, 3A2, is
split such that the ms ¼ 0 spin projection (labeled j0i
throughout) is separated from the degenerate ms ¼ �1
levels (j � 1i) by DGS ¼ 2:88 GHz at T & 100 K [29].
The optically excited state (ES) is a spin triplet and orbital
doublet with 3E symmetry, and its fine structure has been
studied theoretically in detail [30,31]. The Hamiltonian
describing the ES manifold is

H ES ¼ HSO þH SS þH Stark;H Stark ¼ � ~d � ~F; (1)

where H SO, H SS, and H Stark contain, respectively, the

spin-orbit, spin-spin, and Stark effect contributions; ~d is the

electric dipole moment, and ~F is the electric field. The effect
of a strain is treated as an effective electric field [32,33].
We first consider the influence of H Stark on only the

orbital portion of the ES wave function, consisting of two
eigenstates, fjExi; jEygi, initially degenerate at zero field.

Under electric fields, the orbitals exhibit energy shifts,

�ð ~FÞ, of
�Ex

ð ~FÞ¼dkFkþd?F?; �Ey
ð ~FÞ¼dkFk�d?F?; (2)
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where the directions are with respect to the NV symmetry
axis. Longitudinal fields do not lift the orbital degeneracy
and result only in equal, linear shifts of all levels.
Transverse fields split the orbitals into two branches with
an energy difference, 2�? � ð�Ex

��Ey
Þ, that grows lin-

early with increasing field. The spacings between ground-
state sublevels remain relatively unaffected by electric
fields [34,35]. The ground state may have a longitudinal
dipole moment, dGS;k [30,31], but in experiments we only

resolved �dk � dk � dGS;k.
Incorporating spin interactions results in a set of six

eigenstates, fjA2i; jA1i; jExi; jEyi; jE1i; jE2ig, ordered from

highest to lowest energy (at low field). Figures 1(b) and 1(c)
show the effect of H ES on all six ES energies due to,
respectively, Fk and F?.

We focused most of our study on NV centers close to the
diamond surface, a necessary feature for future integration
with nanophotonic devices. Our sample, described in detail
elsewhere [36,37], consists of a high-purity single-crystal,
[100]-oriented diamond substrate with a �100 nm thick
chemical-vapor-deposition-grown layer with ½NV� �
106 cm�2. The two NV centers studied in this work,
labeled NV1 and NV2, are located in this surface layer
[37]. Lithographically defined metal electrodes [15] were
deposited on the surface [Fig. 1(d)]. The layout of the
electrodes (labeled V1, V2, and Vref) permits tuning of
electric fields in any in-plane direction near the center of
the structure [see Supplementary Information (SI) [38]].

A confocal microscope was used to excite and collect
emitted light from a diamond sample in thermal contact with
the cold finger of a flow-through, liquid-helium cryostat.

The cold finger was maintained at a temperature T � 7 K,
and no magnetic field was applied. Two forms of spectros-
copy were employed: high-resolution emission spectros-
copy and photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy.
For emission spectroscopy, 2 mW of 532 nm laser light

was focused by a 0.6-numerical-aperture objective onto
NV1, exciting through the phonon sideband (PSB) near
saturation. The collected emission was spectrally filtered to
direct ZPL light (636–638 nm) to a high-resolution grating
spectrometer. The optical polarization was chosen to ensure
excitation of both orbital branches [39]. Figure 2(a) shows

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) NV level structure at high transverse
field (d?F? � �? > 15 GHz). Dashed lines indicate the spin-
selective decay path responsible for optical pumping. (b) Effect
of longitudinal and (c) transverse electric fields on the excited
state levels. (d) Fluorescence micrograph of the electrode struc-
ture. NV1 was illuminated by 532 nm light and appears white,
while the position of NV2 is denoted with an asterisk. Metal
electrodes appear as shadows.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Stark emission spectroscopy. Va was
slowly scanned (1 V=min ) and emission spectra were obtained
in one-minute intervals. A dark exposure frame was taken every
8th frame (cyan vertical stripes). Emission frequencies are
relative to 470.45 THz (637.25 nm). Low-field data are inset.
(b) Emission spectrum for Va ¼ 1 V with expected peak posi-
tions labeled. The jEx;yi ! j0i emission line is fit with a

Gaussian profile. (c) Low-field peak positions from (a) and
global fit based on Eq. (1). Lorentzian fit uncertainty is smaller
than the plotted symbols. (d) Total ZPL emission versus �?. The
emission rate was calculated by subtracting the mean back-
ground and summing counts over a range of �3 FWHM line-
widths centered at each peak. Error bars are based on Poissonian
noise. (e) Relative intensity of the jEyi ! j � 1i emission line

along with fit (see text).
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the emission spectra versus voltage, Va, applied simulta-
neously on V1 and Vref , with V2 ¼ 0. By varying Va from
0 to 150 V, we observe linear tuning of emission lines over
a range exceeding 300 GHz. Such a wide tuning range,
enabled by the enhanced fields provided by our devices
(SI [38]), is essential to compensate for the large intrinsic
fields typical in nanophotonic devices [28].

Depending on the applied voltage, we resolve between
one and three emission lines. At Va � 1 V we observe a
single emission line [Fig. 2(b)] with full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) linewidth of 1.4(2) GHz, near the
spectrometer resolution of �0:9 GHz. We interpret this
peak as containing unresolved contributions from the
jEx;yi ! j0i cycling transitions [40,41]. Taking into con-

sideration the absence of other peaks, in particular, the
jA2i ! j � 1i cycling transition [23], and the observed
noise floor, we place a bound on the ground-state spin
polarization PGS � P0=ðP0 þ P�1Þ * 90%, where Pi is
the occupation probability of state jii.

Upon application of transverse fields, the spin character
of the levels in the upper jExi orbital branch, fjA2i;
jA1i; jExig, remain relatively unperturbed. In contrast,
the spin character of levels in jEyi, fjEyi; jE1i; jE2ig, mix at

avoided crossings due to spin-spin interaction [30,31,40,42],
making these levels useful for spin-altering � schemes.

In the range 5 V & Va & 35 V, three emission lines are
visible [inset of Fig. 2(a)]. Based on the positive, linear
tuning, the upper peak is identified as jExi ! j0i.
Lorentzian fits to these spectra reveal that the two lowest
lines are on average separated by 2.7(2) GHz, which is
comparable to DGS. Considering also the negative, linear
tuning, we conclude that these peaks arise from jEyi ! j0i
and jEyi ! j � 1i emission (the three levels within jEyi are
nearly degenerate and unresolved here). The presence of
these lines was previously predicted based on observations
of spin-altering �-type transitions involving the lower
orbital branch [40,42,43]. Figure 2(c) plots the emission
frequencies along with a fit using a model based on
Eq. (1), showing excellent agreement. The fitted parame-
ters are �dkFk=Va ¼ 0:42ð2Þ GHz=V and d?F?=Va ¼
1:03ð3Þ GHz=V.

Even with significant emission to j � 1i, we still do not
observe jA2i ! j � 1i emission. Throughout, we find
PGS * 85%. A likely explanation is that any population
in j � 1i is quickly transferred to the metastable singlet
levels [44], preventing the detection of ms ¼ �1 emission
lines. This is consistent with Fig. 2(d), where the total
ZPL emission rate integrated over all lines is plotted as a
function of one half the orbital splitting, �?. Between 3 &
�? & 10 GHz (3 & Va & 10 V), the emission rate falls
precipitously before leveling off at less than half the
initial rate.

The relative intensity of the emission lines gives further
insight into the ES properties. Figure 2(e) plots the inten-
sity of the jEyi ! j � 1i emission line, normalized by the

total emission from jEyi, as a function of �?. Evidently, the
applied field is a powerful knob in tuning the relative
transition strengths in this � system. Two peaks for
the emission of jEyi ! j � 1i are present at �? � 7 and

15 GHz. These features correspond to level anticrossings
[see Fig. 1(c)], where maximal mixing of levels in the
lower orbital branch occurs. The degree of mixing depends
sensitively on both the magnitude of the transverse electric
field and its angle, �r, with respect to the C3v reflection
planes [40]. We model the relative emission intensity by
assuming the NV center is excited from j0i to one of
the three levels in the lower branch, jEy;ii. The probability
that emission is back to j � 1i is then

P
iP0;ið�r; �?Þ

ð1� P0;ið�r; �?ÞÞ, where P0;ið�r; �?Þ is calculated by tak-

ing the overlap of jEy;ii with ms ¼ 0 and tracing over

orbital degrees of freedom. Here we assume all levels in
jEyi couple equally to the singlets. Using the model based

on Eq. (1), we fit this formula to the data and find good
agreement for �r ¼ 15ð5Þ�.
Finally, we also observe a strong dependence of the rela-

tive emission between the upper and lower branches on �?
[Fig. 2(a)]. Given the low temperature T ¼ 7 K, this may be
due to a single-phonon orbital relaxation process. Phonon
decay to the lower branch could contribute to the decreased
total emission in Fig. 2(d). A detailed study will be the focus
of future work. All of the effects described above were
reproduced in subsequent voltage scans; see SI [38].
To realize even higher spectral resolution, we performed

photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectroscopy.
Attenuated light (�60 nW) from a tunable, external-cavity
diode laser (�637 nm) was used for ZPL excitation near
saturation, and the collected light was filtered to direct PSB
emission (650–800 nm) to a single-photon-counting detec-
tor. Microwaves resonant with the ground-state spin tran-
sition, DGS ¼ 2:877 GHz, were continuously applied to
counteract optical pumping [40,45], and light from a
repump laser (532 nm) was occasionally employed to
reverse photoionization [43,46,47].
Figure 3(a) plots PLE spectra for NV1 as a function of

Va, applied simultaneously to Vref and V1, with V2 ¼ 0.
Several excitation lines are resolved due to the presence of
resonant microwave excitation. We fit the five strongest
lines with Lorentzian profiles. The extracted peak positions
are plotted in Fig. 3(b) along with a global fit to the model
based on Eq. (1), yielding Stark coefficients �dkFk=Va ¼
0:11ð1Þ GHz=V and d?F?=Va ¼ 0:26ð2Þ GHz=V. These
coefficients are about 4 times smaller than those realized
under strong 532 nm excitation, consistent with recent
observations of enhanced electrical tuning due to photo-
ionization [15,16].
We note that the average linewidth for single scans [39]

was �ss ¼ 0:14ð3Þ GHz for NV1 and �ss ¼ 0:48ð8Þ GHz
for NV2. In both cases, �ss is much broader than the natural
linewidth, �nat � 13 MHz, and is independent of scan
rate up to �20 GHz=s. This property requires further
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investigation, as �ss � �nat has been observed elsewhere
[14,16,39].

A likely cause for NV spectral diffusion is charge dy-
namics due to photoionization of nearby defects. To inves-
tigate, we use PLE spectroscopy in a different device on
the j0i ! jExi transition of a single NV center in natural,
type IIa (Ural) diamond. This sample was chosen due to

the much narrower linewidth, �ss ¼ 60ð7Þ MHz, even after
�15 MHz of power broadening. Figure 3(c) shows typical
PLE spectra for 200 ms scans with repump pulse
(�10 �W, 20 ms duration) applied only after the NV
center had photoionized. The transition frequency drifts
over a range significantly larger than �ss during the 280 s
data set.
Our solution to the spectral-drift problem is to actively

adjust Va to compensate for the changing local field.
We start with Va ¼ �4 V, and, during the back-scan of
subsequent scans (final 10% of each cycle), we employ
software-controlled feedback with the following algo-
rithm. We first determine the position and intensity of the
peak fluorescence. If the intensity falls below a threshold,
we apply a repump pulse and do not change Va. Otherwise,
we change Va based on optimized proportionality and
integration inputs (see SI [38]).
Figure 3(d) shows PLE spectra under similar conditions

as Fig. 3(c) but now with feedback applied. While �ss

remains unchanged, the center-frequency drift is substan-
tially reduced. We fit the spectra in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) with
Lorentzian profiles and plot the extracted peak positions in
Fig. 3(e). In the case of no feedback, two mechanisms of
spectral drift are identified: large instantaneous jumps
following application of the repump and slower drift in
between repump pulses. Under feedback, spectral jumps
still accompany repump pulses, but these are quickly com-
pensated for. Two spectral jumps with the slowest recovery,
5–10 scans, are shown as insets. A figure of merit for the
total drift is obtained by plotting the histogram of fitted
peak positions from all PLE scans and determining the
resulting standard deviation, � [Fig. 3(f)]. Without feed-
back, we find a nonuniform profile with � � 65 MHz.
Under feedback, � ¼ 16 MHz, which is smaller than �ss

and comparable to �nat.
This feedback technique can be applied at significantly

higher bandwidth (here, up to 20 Hz scan repetition rate)
without compromising stability. Throughout, we find that
feedback reduces� to a fraction of �ss. Similar results were
obtained for NV1 and NV2 [Supplemental Information
[38]] as well as for stabilizing the j � 1i ! A2 transition.
It is often advantageous to perform experiments with

the excitation laser frequency fixed to an external reference.
In this case, voltage feedback can still be employed by
sweeping the ZPL transition frequency using an ac voltage,
Vac, and providing stabilizing feedback to the dc compo-
nent, Vdc. With this technique, feedback can be applied
continuously without substantially degrading photon indis-
tinguishability, provided that the modulation depth and
laser linewidth are sufficiently small.
Figure 3(g) shows results of locking the NV2 j0i ! jExi

transition frequency using only applied voltages. We per-
form PLE spectroscopy as before except, instead of scan-
ning the laser frequency, we ramp the voltage, Vac (applied
to V2 and Vref), with amplitude 3 Vpp and period 0.1 s.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) PLE spectra versus applied voltage
for NV1. A 532 nm repump pulse (2:5 �W, 1 s duration) was
applied every 60 s. (b) Fitted transition frequencies from (a) and
global fit based on Eq. (1), with transitions labeled. (c) PLE
spectra for a single NV in the Ural sample (j0i ! jExi) at Va ¼
�4 V. Green arrows indicate when the repump was applied.
(d) PLE spectra for the same NV with voltage feedback applied.
(e) Fitted peak positions for scans in (c) [upper panel] and
(d) [lower panel]. The recovery under feedback after two sepa-
rate repump pulses are inset. (f) Histogram of the peak positions
in (e). (g) 100 s segment of PLE spectra on NV2 obtained by
rapidly scanning a voltage, Vac, with feedback applied to Vdc.
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Meanwhile, Vdc is fed back to V1, initially starting at
�8 V, but varying by �� 4 V throughout the 600 s mea-
surement. After background subtraction, we collect on
average 144 cts=s. This compares favorably to the
34 cts=s collected without feedback (with repump applied
every scan). The overall count rate can be further increased
with improved collection efficiency [48,49] and resonant
Purcell enhancement [28,50].

In summary, we have used the Stark effect to electrically
tune and stabilize the structure of the NV center’s excited
state. Applied simultaneously to a pair of NV centers, these
techniques pave the way for increased two-photon inter-
ference visibilities [11,13,16] and heralded entanglement
success probabilities [8].
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